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Speculation about what will happen when Putin’s current two-term limit runs out in 2024 has intensified.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Thursday he was open to the possibility of
altering Russia's constitution, including proposals to increase parliament's power and to limit
the number of presidential terms anyone can serve.

The issue of constitutional change in Russia is watched closely amid speculation about Putin's
own political ambitions.

In power as either president or prime minister since 1999, Putin, 67, is due to step down in
2024 when his fourth presidential term ends. Under the current constitution, which bans
anyone from serving more than two successive presidential terms, Putin is barred from
immediately running again.
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Critics have accused him of plotting to wield power beyond 2024 however, suggesting he
might change the constitution to run again as president, shift power to parliament and
assume an enhanced role as prime minister, or head a new union state comprised
of Russia and neighbouring Belarus.

Putin on Thursday said he was open to the idea of making constitutional changes when it
came to parliamentary powers and the institutions of the presidency and prime minister, but
said Russia should tread carefully.

"It's only possible to do this (changes) after thorough preparation and a deep discussion in
society. You'd need to be very careful," Putin said at his annual news conference.

He said he was open to tweaking presidential term limits, suggesting they could be changed to
limit anyone's ability to serve more than two terms, something he has done.

“One thing that could be changed about these (presidential) terms is removing the clause
about 'successive' (terms). Your humble servant served two terms consecutively, then left his
post and had the constitutional right to return to the post of president, because these were not
two successive terms," he said.

"(This clause) troubles some of our political analysts and public figures. Well, maybe it could
be removed." 
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